0 pde enseignement les traits tombent dans la nuit I1 n'y a pas de jouissance dans I'empire branlant d'une memoire muette (U Le coursier magique w , p. 42) O n ne peut opposer aux angoisses et aux frustrations que la plenitude de I'amour et de la podsie, chantds tous deux en des U mots qui font ndtre M, qui nous rendent Ie U torrent des merveilles w perdu depuis I'enfance. Les Enamoured as we currently are with finding the subversive or r a d h voices from the past, to immerse ourselves in the writing ofsomeone as comfortable with her privilege as Montagu may initially seem less than congenial. These pieces are politically conservative and emphatically situated within clearly defined 18th-century generic conventions. Given this double-axis of containment, Montagu's critical stance as a woman-a stance that helped her, as Grundy indicates, to transform thehnctions ofthevarious literary forms she practisedstands out in stark relief. Montagu's play, Simplicity, is emblematic of the difficulties in reading her now without grappling with our own received ideas about "originality" in art. Simplicity is a loose translation of Marivaux's Lc Jcu a% lirmour ct du hasard, about a quarter of which, according to the editors, is original. Many of her poems also use borrowed or conventional themes and must be read in the context of the dassical education of her dass; the interest for the critic lies in the uses to which these inherited literary discourses are put.
Of her poems, Grundy remarks that they "set out to explore multiple viewpoints rather than define a normative one; but complaint against men is a (ritmoti$"Her writings could be termed a series ofexplorations that VOLUME She is here tweaking the readers' noses with their own prejudicesabout who may write and publish. The joke is no less rich for being essentially private.
Grundy pays particular attention to the production and publication of the texts, and the collection is noteworthy for its scrupulous scholarship. The preface contextualizes Montagu's work within current critical traditions, broaches questions of censorship and self-censorship, alludes to Montagu's critical reception and calls for scholarly revaluation. Grundy locates this collection as part of the ongoing recuperation of a tradition of women's writing, and argues persuasively that Montagu was herself conscious of her position of a woman, writing. &y KkthPrine Side Zkarnedto make my mind large, as the universe is large, so that there is room fir paradoxes.
EDUCATED AND
-Maxine Hong Kingston
It was El-Or's title that immediately caught my attention. FAucation and ignorance are often considered paradoxical companions. Furthermore, the blatant characterization ofa community of women as "educated and ignorantn seemed to me to be a bold statement. Yet, El-Or, in this detailed ethnographic study of women in the ultraorthodox Jewish community, cogently demonstrates that education and ignorance are conceivable, and in this case, desirable companions. El-Or worked, as a doctoral student, among Israel's Gur Hasidim, on the outskirts of metropolitan Tel Aviv. The Gur Hasidim are a Jewish religious sect, conspicuous by their strict adherence to mid-18th-century dress and customs, and characterized by Gur mens' devotion to religious study.
El-Or's research revolves around the core themes of women, literacy, and education. Gur Hasidim, recognizing that girls and women who do not receive religious education are susceptible to assimilative practices, have established an elaborate educational system for a population that,
